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Carlisle, June 2nd 1855
My Sister
I received your letter of Thursday yesterday afternoon, and I now hasten to answer you though
my letter will not be mailed before Monday morning. Your letter was received with a great deal of
satisfaction particularly the money. I have been obliged to get a new suit, my old clothes were looking
sadly dilapidated, I expect, Mother to pay for the pants – at least; if she can do more I shall be greatly
thankful, I am pleased to learn that you enjoyed your visit at Chillisquoque it is
more than I expect, for I don’t intend to stop them or visit either unless it is absolutely necessary. In six
weeks from this afternoon I expect to be at home. I shall be glad to get a little rest from study and
recitation rooms. There is no such thing as sleeping late in the mornings here. The old bell is constantly
rattling in your ears, or else minus marks for absences from prayers and recitation are staring you in the
face. The weather has been quite pleasant, to day we are enjoying a fine rain, there was great need of it.
The country about Carlisle is beautiful, the foliage especially, though not so fine as around Williamsport,
I enjoy a good many walks into the Country. Sometimes with students and sometimes though not so
frequent with Ladies. The Ladies that I board with are very fine looking rather handsome, intelligent and
interesting, rather aristocratic. They were once one of the wealthiest families
in the Country. They broke down and are compelled to this. I have not been going out much lately. I
expect to go less frequently from this to examination. I generally sleep two hours in the afternoon
immediately after dinner, study two hours then go to supper, after supper walk about a half hour and
then study till twelve at night. I can study with more satisfaction in the cool evening than in the warm
afternoon, consequently I pursue this course, Sunday is a dull day in College. the associations are
anything but profitable, yet one can avoid them with out much difficulty. Did you get a Catalogue from
me, you will see that Drum is not fully entered, that dagger to his name shows him to be subject to
Examination, I suppose he will not like it, when he sees it. We are about to erect a fountain in the
Campus – it will be fifteen or sixteen feet high taking the jet in.
It is to be constructed of white marble – we do not expect its completion before Next September. How
do the summer crops look, corn, oats, and grass. I would like to have those shirts as soon as possible
mine are giving away in the bosoms, though not all of them, but expect the others will do the same. We
are going to have a Sunday School Convention here about Commencement. We expect a good many
ministers to be present, Mr Gere the Sunday School agent will be here and I suppose some of his family.
By the way ask Mag Beck when they have anniversary exercises at Brooks Female College in Baltimore,
Be sure and find out and tell me as soon as you write. Tell Mag if she goes to Harrisburg to the
Anniversary of the Female College, to come a few days before to Carlisle, I must stop that. Write me
immediately and fully.
Yours
John C Gibson

